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Bring Your
Real Pet
to the
Metaverse



Our Vision
At ClassicDoge we are a team of pet lovers that have one goal of helping pet owners 
bring their pet’s lives and needs with them forever in a world where the pet and the 
owner’s lives become more integrated than ever possible before.

Enter a pet centric metaverse with a 3D avatar of your real pet. Imagine a world where 
real-world sentiment value merges with the virtual world. A place where you can train, 
care, participate in events and missions with your pet, even find the perfect mate to 
expand your family. Community holders will shape the future of the petaverse while 
earning rewards.

ClassicDoge combines gaming, social, and blockchain in its most superior ways to 
develop a passive revenue stream for the user and our token. We believe in the future of 
Blockchain and Metaverse in the educational, community, and gaming world 
opportunity now to build good reliable products by embracing real-world sentimental 
value. At the same time we want to create value for our token holders and provide them 
an identity in this revolutionary virtual world.



Business
Model

Games
Two lines of revenue at ClassicDoge will come from 
deploying a Social NFT Marketplace and leveraging an 
in-game NFT marketplace that will increase value with 
participation. Additionally user’s pet companions brought in 
to participate and “Play to earn” with the user

Social NFT Marketplace
We will create and list in-game NFT elements, pets, clothing, 
accessories and arts. These NFT’s are backed with a value 
and adds revenue to the creator on every trade. 

Token Use Cases
When ClassicDoge members utilize the tokens in 
participating in games, events, and trading NFT’s. Every 
single transaction on the network will make use of native 
token 

Holders & traders
With the rise in holders and more use cases the evaluation 
of the project will also grow. By owning and staking your Pet 
Avatar, you can also participate in a one-of-a-kind Pet DAO 
where you can exercise your voting and governance rights. 

With the ongoing developments in 
technology, the Blockchain, NFTs, and 
Metaverse is attracting more users to 
migrating their lives online for digital content, 
gaming, and entertainment. ClassicDoge’s 
business model is based on diverse pet 
entertainment services and use cases of our 
token. 



Missing
from 
Metaverse
As of today, your best friend, 

companion, and furry friend has 

not been introduced to the virtual 

world that awaits.

Monetizing your pet is rare, but NFT’s are common. 
There is a world where both can come together. 

We only have our beloved pets for a short time..

There is no real connection  to avatars and NFTs. The 
metaverse is evolving to a world where both 
monetization and personal connection  bring value 
to the whole experience

The metaverse is highly limited to replicate 
believable behavioral characteristics

Your Avatar in Metaverse work, games, worlds, exist 
without the help of your furry companion 



Uncaptured
Metaverse
Potential

NFT sales in Oct 2021 surged to $10.7 billion

Crypto wallet holders amount to 70M active wallets 

DeFi tokens have reached $35 billion in TVL 

The global gaming industry is now worth $200 billion and 
expected to hit $314 billion by 2026

Metaverse and the Blockchain are a strong and reliable 
platforms to take entertainment to the next level

The total Blockchain gaming market reached $190 billion 
and expected to hit $250B by 2023



Opportunity.

As of today, your best friend, 

companion, that furry friend has 

not been introduced to the new 

virtual world that has already 

began to surround us.

Monetize your pet through social and a NFT 
marketplace and more

Experience your real pet with you forever

Leverage your pet NFT avatar as collateral

The first NFT avatar that joins reality and virtual 
sentimental value

Explore the actual mannerisms and traits of a new 
pet before adopting it into your metaverse 
experience

Ability to bring your real pet into the metaverse, 3D, 
AR, and VR
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Experience the Pet Metaverse through various 
hardware and software technologies such as 
your browser, mobile app, or virtual reality. 
You can participate in our completely virtual 
Pet experience in a new and exciting way.

Pet Avatars
Create and link your pet identity to a 3D NFT 
that you can use in various Metaverse 
spaces. Have the ability to generate a 
custom set of PFP (Profile Picture Projects) 
for your Pet with custom traits and 
properties. Your pet PFP is a custom avatar 
showing his social standing in the pack and 
includes governance and voting rights. Your 
pet can vote on future protocol 
improvements and roadmap items.

Your
Pet Avatar
NFT Token.

Pet NFT Tokens
Scan your pet to create its own 3D 
avatar that can be brought with you 
forever in augmented reality and into 
the metaverse. Mint your 3D avatar into 
an NFT, and secure the NFT with your 
ownership, stored on the blockchain. 

Pet DAO
By owning and staking your Pet Avatar, 
you can also participate in a 
one-of-a-kind Pet DAO where you can 
exercise your voting and governance 
rights. For example, you can propose 
new features, decide which new 
designer we should integrate into our 
platform, or simply vote on the latest 
improvement proposals..
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Create ultra-HD 3D NFTs of your pet that 
can be used across social media, 
games, training, fashion, education and 
VR platforms.

Bring your live pet with you forever with 
ClassicDoge.

Even mint newly rendered NFT’s of your 
pet that you can monetize.

Your Real Pet
Furever.

M E T A P E T S



Ecosystem Roles
xDoge Treasury Manages xDoge token economics and supply.

xDoge Holders Owning the token and can participate in staking, NFT marketplaces and DAO. May or may not be pet owners.

NFT Stakers Users that decide to stake their 3D NFT avatar in exchange for awards and benefits.

Pet owners xDoge owners who have created their pet in 3D avatar, have access to all platform services.

Pet DAO Providing governance and voting capabilities. Provides grants to ecosystem developers.

External Metaverse 
Platforms

When an external ecosystem(Meta) or metaverse game company wants to integrate with xDoge and have the virtual pet services 
handled by xDoge. They must be a xDoge holders and pay for the service in xDoge.

External NFT 
Accessories Designers

Companies and designers that only have access to the NFT marketplace in order to create and list their custom pet merchandize. They 
are incentivized by a royalty fee.



The Architecture

APIs Internal APIs SDKs

Applications
Custom, 3rd 
party apps

NFT 
marketplace

Decentralized 
exchange PetDAO xDoge wallet Virtual world 

(pet game)
NFT Maker

Smart contracts xDoge Issuance DAO Voting DAO Token distribution Multi-sig wallet NFT Issuance xDoge/NFT 
Staking

Services layer NFT tokenization xDoge issuance Token 
management

DAO 
management

CustodyAR Object 
capture

Gaming 
services

Users Mobile devices External Metaverse applicationsOculus 2 Desktop/Web

Infrastructure layer Cloud 
(AWS, Azure)

Blockchain 
Network

Distributed storage 
networks Filecoin IPFSPostgreSQL



Creators & Owners
Relationships

NFT Maker

Creators

NFT Marketplace

Pet owners

Create pet accessories and sell on the 
marketplace

Pet owners use xDoge as currency to 
purchase assets

Once the pet accessories are tokenized , 
owners can use with their own accounts

Creators receive royalty whenever their accessories are 
tokenized and used



xDoge NFT Flow

Trade

Unlock access to pet 
owners

Earn xDoge + custom 
NFTs/traits

Earn NFTs + 
xDoge

Play

Rewards for participation

(1-2)% fee

(10-20)% goes to fund development

Funds for the DAO

xDoge will be both governance token 
and game currency

Solidity auditors

Game developers

Paying for external dev teams and 
ecosystem buildersCreate a LP

Buying xDoge so they can use the VR 
services through SDK

Virtual world 
(games, events)

Unlock access to games 
and events

NFT marketplace xDoge Treasury xDoge 
Development fund

Pet owners Staking poolPlay to Earn Pet DAO

External Metaverse 
clientsExternal LP

Burn xDoge

Burning as deflationary incentive



Pet DAO

PetDAO

DAO Committee

Approve funds distribution
Add/remove members
Modify governance rules

DAO Community

Allocate grant funds
Governance decisions
Select grantees

xDoge Grants Voting on proposals Active governance



Pet NFT Identity

NFT Avatar 3

NFT Avatar 1 NFT Avatar 2

3D Pet 
identity

Owner 
identity

Pet 
identity NFT Maker

Accessories & apparel Accessories & apparel

Accessories & apparel



Explore a
New World
with Your Pet

P E T A V E R S E

ClassicDoge will be a first-of-its-kind 
exclusive pet NFT companion that 
you can bring with you into a 
metaverse. Enhance your pet through 
leveling up through training skills 
such as: obedience, loyalty, 
intelligence, strength, stamina, 
endurance, passion. Monetize your 
pet by winning competitions, helping 
others, missions, and more.

Virtual Training

Social NFT Marketplace

Games & Events

Training & Care

Pet Breeding



What is Staking?
For a lot of traders and investors, staking is 
the key method  of earning rewards for 
holding cryptocurrencies.

The reason your crypto earns rewards while 
staked is because the blockchain puts it to 
work. Cryptocurrencies that allow staking 
use a “consensus mechanism” called Proof 
of Stake, which is the way they ensure that 
all transactions are verified and secured 
without a bank or payment processor in the 
middle. Your crypto, if you choose to stake it, 
becomes part of the most secure 
investment process, the decentralized 
blockchain. 

Staking
Platform

Many long-term crypto holders look at staking as a way of 
making their assets work for them by generating rewards, rather 

than collecting dust in their crypto wallets.
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Enhanced
Experience
At ClassicDoge we are a team of pet 
lovers that have one goal of helping 
pet owners bring their pet’s lives and 
needs with them forever in a world 
where the pet and the owner’s lives 
become more integrated than ever 
possible before.
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We want to build a community. We are looking for individuals that 
understand our vision and are willing to back it in a way that 
screams out to the rest of the world that we are here. We want to 
ensure that our community is loud, and we are heard. This is the 
platform that we have all been waiting for and it only succeeds with 
the help of all of us. We are 100% confident that this project will be 
successful, and we will continue to put our community first because 
we know the importance of each and every one of you. 

Our Family

https://www.facebook.com/Classicdoge
https://twitter.com/TheClassicDoge
https://www.instagram.com/classicdoge/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCQqeAzLS49L5GcuOAHqnsCg
https://t.me/ClassicDogeOfficial
https://discord.gg/GsQjZrZnDG
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This document does not constitute an offer of sale or a request for an offer to purchase or a guarantee in any jurisdiction in 
which it is illegal to make such an offer. The statements, estimates, and financial information contained in this document 
constitute statements or information. Such statements or information are related to known and unknown risks and uncertainties, 
that could cause actual results or events to differ materially from the estimates or results expressed in such implied or 
prospective statements. 

The information contained in this document may be used in written or verbal communication with current and future potential 
community members, partners, etc. The information contained in this document may change during the development of the 
ClassicDoge. The information contained in this Whitepaper may not be complete and does not suggest any foundations of a 
contractual relationship. 

The purpose of this Whitepaper is to provide relevant and reasonable information to the XDoge platform users if possible, so 
that they can use best judgement to learn more about ClassicDoge product and to acquire their ClassicDoge (XDOGE) utility 
tokens. 

The information contained within this document may be translated into other languages or used in verbal or written 
communication with potential ClassicDoge Token holders. During the translation or editing process, part of the information 
contained in this document may be lost, damaged, or distorted. 

The accuracy of alternative versions of this Whitepaper cannot be guaranteed. In the event of a conflict between the original 
English version of this Whitepaper and it's alternative versions created in other languages, the English version of White Paper 
shall prevail. The information contained herein may be subject to change. 

Disclaimer


